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Abstract
Traces of human behaviour with online recipe portals offer
an opportunity to employ a data-driven approach to the study
of food culture. Here, we focus on understanding visual aspects of food preference by analysing datasets from China,
Germany, and US. Predictive modelling with low-level image features and Deep Neural Network image embeddings
show differences in recipe images across datasets and between recipes with high and low appreciation within datasets.
Our findings demonstrate the utility of the approach for studying visual aspects food culture.

Introduction and Motivation
In nutritional anthropology it is well established that food is
much more than mere sustenance and serves diverse needs
from health and well-being to control, social contact and ritual (Anderson 2014). Decisions regarding what we eat are
complex, not to mention context- and culturally- dependent
(Bellisle 2005). As such, significant effort has been undertaken in diverse fields to understand food choices.
Humans have extremely varied diets as they adapt to their
environment. This is illustrated by comparing the Inuit diet,
consisting nearly exclusively of meat and fats, to that of
farmers in South-East Asia, which contains almost no animal protein at all (Fischler 1988). Yet, environment alone
cannot explain diet, which is an “evolutionary product of
environmental conditions and of the basic forces, especially
social institutions and social relations, that determine their
use” (Harris and Ross 2009). Explaining food choices requires a blend of biological and cultural factors.
One cultural aspect, which can help explain what we eat
as well as how much, is varying aesthetic ideals (Palmer
and Schloss 2010; Taylor, Clifford, and Franklin 2013).
For food, aesthetics relate primarily to taste (Sherman and
Billing 1999), smell (Rolls 2005; Ehrlichman and Bastone
1992) and visual appearance (Linné et al. 2002; Spence et
al. 2016). While some preferences are widespread, such as
the taste for spicy, herbal and floral volatile oils (Sherman
and Billing 1999), geographical differences do exist. For
example, in Sherman and Billing’s study of typical recipes
from different countries, the meat dishes analysed originating from African and Asian countries all featured at least one
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spice and often a combination of many, whereas in Scandinavian countries, one-third of the recipes used no spices at
all. While geographically related cultural differences in eating habits have been extensively studied (see e.g. (Anderson
2014, Ch.12)), studies of cultural differences in aesthetic aspects of food choices are limited.
Anthropologists traditionally learn about food habits using expensive qualitative approaches e.g. (Farquhar 2002).
In the Digital Humanities, digital or digitized resources are
exploited using techniques from computer science, which allow the qualitative approaches traditionally employed in the
humanities (close-reading) to be complemented with quantitative tools, enabling patterns to be unearthed in much
larger samples or collections of interest (distant-reading)
(Moretti 2005). Such digital methods have been applied to
online sources, such as traces from food portals e.g. (Wagner, Singer, and Strohmaier 2014), which have provided insights into the food choices people make including how
choices are influenced by temporal factors (Kusmierczyk,
Trattner, and Nørvåg 2015; Wagner, Singer, and Strohmaier
2014), gender (Rokicki et al. 2016), geographical location
(Wagner, Singer, and Strohmaier 2014; Laufer et al. 2015)
and social relations (Rokicki, Herder, and Trattner 2017),
as well as how preferences vary with incidence of nutrition
related disease (Trattner, Parra, and Elsweiler 2017). Moreover, these studies help with the development of food recommendation systems, which have been touted as a powerful weapon against health problems, such as obesity etc.
(Trattner and Elsweiler 2017).
As collections contain both images and appreciation data
for recipes, it should be possible to mine insight on visual
aspects of food preferences. In this preliminary work we investigate the feasibility of the approach by comparing the
visual properties of recipes sourced from three large recipe
portals from China, Germany and the United States. Concretely, we answer the following research questions:
• RQ1. Is it possible to predict the origin of a recipe based
only on the visual properties of the associated image?
• RQ2. Is it possible to predict the appreciation of a recipe
based only on visual properties of the associated image?
• RQ3. Are the same predictive features useful across collections?
We end our paper with suggestions for how we can work together with anthropologists and other humanists to improve
understanding of how visual aesthetics impact food choice.

